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Arise, cry out in the night,

as the watches of the

night begin; pour out your

heart like water in the

presence of the Lord. Lift

up your hands to him for

© NIV

the lives of your children.
Lamentation 2:19

Offering cube for Moms in Prayer in Europe
Dominus Provident (God will provide) – these words have been engraved on the edge of the 5-franc
coin since 1888. God will provide when we trust in Him. Even if our offering seems "small", it carries
a blessing!
What if ...
... every prayer group or supporter would put at least one euro or one Swiss franc into the cube each
week?
Depending on circumstances, this could mean no more than sacrificing a coffee, a tea or a chocolate
bar; and yet it could be an attractive sum each week.
Moms in Prayer is financed solely by donations. Much can be achieved with an offering of one euro
or one Swiss franc per prayer meeting / group / person.
Donations can be transferred monthly or quarterly to the Moms in Prayer in Europe account (see
cube).
Assembly instructions for offering cube
Tools: Scissors, glue, a sharp knife
 Slot
First, cut out the slot with a sharp knife
(use a mat or cutting board).
 Cut out
Now cut out the cube pattern along the outer lines
including the tabs.
 Fold
Fold along all sides of the cube and
crease sharply with a fingernail.
 Practice: Assembly
Practice to be sure that the cube is folded properly and to find the right sequence for pasting it
together. To close the cube, simply fold in the tab of the "lid".
 Pasting
Do not paste the tabs marked with dashed lines; these allow the cube to be emptied. Now you can
begin to paste the tabs, perhaps with short breaks in between to allow the paste to set, ensuring the
stability of the cube.

